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DVDs are most commonly used storage media across the world. These are plastic made disks that
are using optical methodology for storing digital data is enormous sizes. This is a featured media
that suits best for portability and backup purposes. Movies, documentaries, music albums, and TV
shows are commonly published via using these disks.

The default video format that is used in these DVDs is VOB format. VOB or Video Object is a
container format for DVD videos the format is capable of carrying video, audio, and subtitle streams.
It's most dominant feature is that it is capable of compressing high definition large size files with
absolute affectivity and efficiency.

The other source of VOB format is the ISO images for these DVDs that are commonly available to
download on the internet. We can use Bit Torrent, FTP and hyper text transfer protocols to
download these image files from the web servers. The ISO files are commonly the avatars of the
complete DVDs.

These videos are playable on the DVD player and via different media player applications on the
computers. There are two platforms that are most commonly used across the globe Windows Mac.
Both operating system users are required to install third party applications for playing these videos.
The complexity of playing these files on Mac increases more when it comes to low processing and
low storage devices.

If you are a Mac user, and you want to play these files on IRIVER application for Mac, or you have
to share your favorite movie with your friend that is using windows operating system. You are
required to convert these VOB files into a playable format that is supported on your Mac and on
Windows Media Player that is using your beloved friend.

The exact solution to the problem is to convert the videos from VOB to AVI format. AVI stands for
Audio Video Interleaved; it is a container format for videos that are highly flexible by its nature of the
framework. It is video format that is developed by the Microsoft Corporation for encoding high
definition videos. Later this format gets support from multiple devices and application because of its
features that make it easy to encode and distribution of the videos.

Being a Mac user, you required to install an appropriate, professional application to convert VOB to
AVI format. Here, the question is that how to define and choose the appropriate application and
what is the proper definition of professional tool? The answer is provided in this article a
professional application is that can convert video from VOB to AVI with highest accuracy and in
remarkably short time.

The appropriateness of the application can be defined as the application should be system and user
friendly. It should not become an overhead for the computer system and provide user with operate
able and understandable interface so that he can and operate the application without reading any
particular tutorial.
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ISKYSOFT VOB to AVI convertor is such an application that can help you in managing your a
convert VOB to AVI instantly with impressive accuracy.
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